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Abstract Unlike monocrystalline cubic boron nitride (CBN), polycrystalline CBN (PCBN) shows
not only higher fracture resistance induced by tool-workpiece interaction but also better selfsharpening capability; therefore, efforts have been devoted to the study of PCBN applications in
manufacturing engineering. Most of the studies, however, remain qualitative due to difﬁculties in
experimental observations and theoretical modeling and provide limited in-depth understanding
of the self-sharpening behavior/mechanism. To ﬁll this research gap, the present study investigates
the self-sharpening process of PCBN abrasives in grinding and analyzes the macro-scale fracture
behavior and highly localized micro-scale crack propagation in detail. The widely employed ﬁnite
element (FE) method, together with the classic Voronoi diagram and cohesive element technique,
is used considering the pronounced success of FE applications in polycrystalline material modeling.
Grinding trials with careful observation of the PCBN abrasive morphologies are performed to validate the proposed method. The self-sharpening details, including fracture morphology, grinding
force, strain energy, and damage dissipation energy, are studied. The effects of maximum grain
cut depths (MGCDs) and grinding speeds on the PCBN fracture behavior are discussed, and their
optimum ranges for preferable PCBN self-sharpening performance are suggested.
Ó 2018 Chinese Society of Aeronautics and Astronautics. Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. This is
an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction
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Cubic boron nitride (CBN), as the second hardest material
after diamond, has been increasingly used in the ultra-highprecision manufacturing industry due to its superior thermal
stability and relatively low cost. Thus, CBN tools are considered to have promising abrasive properties, especially for
difﬁcult-to-cut materials with low thermal conductivity
and high toughness, such as titanium alloy and nickel-based
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superalloy, which are used in aerospace engineering.1–5 CBN
abrasives can be categorized into two groups, namely,
monocrystalline CBN (MCBN) and polycrystalline CBN
(PCBN). Unlike MCBN, PCBN shows not only higher resistance to fracture induced by tool–workpiece interaction (due
to the isotropic microstructure and mechanical properties)
but also better self-sharpening capability (owing to the substantial crystalline boundaries within the microcrystalline
CBN).6,7 Thus, extensive efforts have been devoted to the
study of PCBN applications in manufacturing engineering.
A pioneering study related to PCBN abrasive tools was the
creation of a single-layer brazed PCBN superabrasive wheel.
Ding et al.8 brazed the PCBN abrasives onto the wheel substrate with a Cu–Sn–Ti alloy and then studied the inﬂuences
of brazing temperature and holding time on the elemental distribution, abrasive fracture behavior, and interfacial
microstructure of the obtained tools. Chen et al.9 performed
grinding trials of TC4 by separately using wheels with singlelayer PCBN and MCBN and found that the PCBN resulted
in a higher material removal rate and less grain wear. Miao
et al.10 conducted similar comparison trials by performing
the grinding for a nickel-based superalloy and found that the
micro fracture of the PCBN abrasive was more dominant than
the macro fracture and abrasion wear during grinding; this
condition could be experimentally evidenced by the fractal
dimension comparison of the reconstructed 3D abrasive proﬁle
before and after the trials. Zhu et al.11 explored the inﬂuences
of bonding materials, embedding depth, gap thickness, and
grain size on the distribution of residual stress in a brazed
PCBN grain by establishing a ﬁnite element (FE) model; they
concluded that the largest tensile stress could be obtained at
the grain-bond junction region regardless of the bonding material and grain embedding depth.
Despite the availability of several studies that have provided fundamental knowledge, an in-depth understanding of
the PCBN abrasive grain facture behavior during the grinding
process is necessary, especially when aiming to fully explore
the superior self-sharpening capability of PCBN due to its
micro fracture behavior during grinding. Research9,12–16 has
proven the outstanding self-sharpening capability and superior
grinding performance of wheels with PCBN abrasives; however, most studies remain qualitative due to the difﬁculties in
experimental observations of micro-scale fractures and theoretical modeling of random brittle crack propagation and complex grain–workpiece interactions. To the best knowledge of
the authors, very limited understanding has been provided
on the self-sharpening process of PCBN abrasives with indepth details (e.g., force history, fracture morphology evolution, and residual tensile stress/strain energy within the abrasive bodies17,18), let alone the effects of grinding parameters
on the self-sharpening behavior.
However, investigating the self-sharpening process of the
PCBN abrasive grain only through grinding trials is extremely
difﬁcult and time-consuming due to its weakness in controlling
the experimental parameters precisely, especially for the same
grain microstructures in trials with different grinding parameters. In the past decades, related numerical methods have been
widely applied to solve similar problems with the rapid development of computational science. Among all numerical
approaches, FE method (FEM), together with the developed
cohesive element model, has been one of the most extensively
used methods in the research on material behavior, especially
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for brittle and ductile materials, with focus on stress singularity
analysis and crack propagation19,20. Hillerborg21 and Needleman22 separately introduced fracture mechanics to study the
fracture behavior of brittle and ductile materials by coupling
the cohesive element model with the classic FE scheme. Zhou
et al.23 used the cohesive element method to explore the effects
of grain size, grain boundary strength, and microcracks of
ceramic tool materials on crack patterns and fracture toughness. Seyedeh et al.24 investigated the inﬂuences of microstructural parameters on the strength and toughness of silicon
nitride by employing the dynamic cohesive elements in the
classic FE model, and thus the transgranular and intergranular
crack behavior could be simulated. The fracture mechanisms
of polycrystalline alumina were explored by Wang25 with the
applied cohesive element method and micromechanical tests
at a grain level, and the results showed that the crystalline morphology and orientation of grains signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced the
localized stress inside the polycrystalline alumina.
To this end, this study investigates the self-sharpening process of PCBN abrasives in grinding, and detailed macro-scale
fracture behavior and highly localized micro-scale crack propagation analyses are provided. The widely employed FEM,
together with the classic Voronoi diagram (VD)26 and the
cohesive element technique, is used considering the success of
FE applications in the ﬁeld of polycrystalline material modeling27–29. Grinding trials with careful observation of the PCBN
abrasive morphologies are performed to validate the proposed
method. The self-sharpening details, including fracture morphology, grinding force, strain energy, and damage dissipation
energy, are studied using the validated methodology. The
effects of maximum grain cut depths (MGCDs) and grinding
speeds on the PCBN fracture behavior are discussed, and their
optimum ranges for preferable PCBN self-sharpening performance are suggested.
2. FE model for fracture analysis of PCBN abrasives in grinding
2.1. Crystalline modeling of PCBN abrasives based on VD
PCBN is a typical polycrystalline material (see Fig. 1(a)) that
can be synthesized by using microcrystalline CBN particles
and AlN binders in a high-temperature and high-pressure environment30,31. Considering the high similarity between the
microstructure of polycrystalline materials32–35 and the geometric characteristics of VD, VD is employed in this study to
describe the crystalline structure of PCBN abrasives.
VD is a method that can divide a ﬁnite spatial domain into
small unit areas (called Voronoi cells) and then update each
cell boundary by merging or subdividing the cells on the basis
of certain conditions (see Fig. 1(b)). Each cell is initially
deﬁned by its geometrical center (called seed point) and all
other discrete points surrounding the center (called boundary
points).36 In VD theory, crystals are usually depicted by a
set of seed points, and each point corresponds to a certain Voronoi cell, which represents a single crystalline cell in polycrystalline materials. The Voronoi cell can be mathematically
described by a set (Rk) as in Eq.(1) when assuming that
dðx; AÞ ¼ inf fdðx; aÞja 2 Ag can represent the distance
between point  and subset A.
Rk ¼ fx 2 Xjdðx; Pk Þ  dðx; Pj Þ for all j–kg

ð1Þ
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Fig. 1
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Comparison between PCBN and VD.

where X is the deﬁned spatial domain, d is the distance function deﬁned in X, K is the index set, Pk(k2K) is the seed point
that belongs to X, Rk is the point set that corresponds to Pk,
and Pj(j–k) is a random point deﬁned in X.
In this study, the VD modeling of PCBN abrasives is performed by the following three steps:

grain plane is 50 mm  50 mm (calculated according to Eq. (2)).
Each cell is expected to represent a microcrystalline CBN particle (see Fig. 3(b)).

(i) Geometrically describing an arbitrary convex 3D shape
of PCBN abrasive

In this study, the PCBN fracture behavior is depicted by using
the classic FE scheme through the explicit formulation based
on cohesive element theory.
Cohesive element theory, developed by Dugdale38 and
Barenblett,39 has been widely used to study the crack propagation behavior of brittle and ductile polycrystalline materials. In
this method, a single layer of cohesive elements with ﬁnite
thickness is embedded between two neighboring meshed FE
elements (or micro components), as shown in Fig. 4(a), and
all the layers of cohesive elements constitute the cohesive zone.
The cohesive zone can be treated as an adhesive material with
continuum macroscopic properties. The constitutive responses
of the cohesive elements when simulating the crack propagation behavior are calculated on the basis of the traction–separation law (t-d law) (see Fig. 4(c)) according to the material
properties. From the material mechanics,40 the cohesive elements should have three traction–separation directions (see
Fig. 4 (b)), namely, (i) normal traction–separation (tn-dn), (ii)
ﬁrst shear traction–separation (ts-ds), and (iii) second shear
traction–separation (tt-dt).
The traction–separation law generally consists of three fundamental parameters, namely, (i) tensile strength Tmax (material property), (ii) initial fracture toughness Kc (VD model
parameter), and (iii) fracture energy Gc. And the fracture
energy Gc can be determined by the elasticity modulus E and
the fracture toughness Kc, as described in Eq. (3).41

The 3D shape may contain multiple planes, and each of
them is expressed by the equation with the form of a0x
+ b0y + c0z = d, where (a0, b0, c0) is the plane normal vector.
(ii) Determining the Voronoi cell number based on PCBN
abrasive and microcrystalline CBN sizes
The area of any single plane of PCBN abrasive is assumed
to be S and the diameter of microcrystalline CBN particle to
be d0; the number of Voronoi cells (N) can be represented as37
N¼

4S
pd20

ð2Þ

(iii) Importing the VD data of the PCBN abrasives, including the geometric parameters obtained in (i) and the
Voronoi cell number achieved in (ii), into the FE package (e.g., ABAQUS).
The geometric model of PCBN abrasives is simpliﬁed as a
square plate with a size of 50 mm  50 mm  10 mm. This simpliﬁcation is due to the article’s scope, which is on the PCBN
fracture behavior during the real grinding stage, in which the
sharp cutting edges (see Fig. 2(a)) might be lost due to the
intensive grain–workpiece interaction, during which worn ﬂat
emerges (see Fig. 2(b) and (c)). vs denotes the grinding speed
and vw denotes the workpiece in-feed speed.
The VD grain model in this study contains 30 Voronoi cells
(see Fig. 3(a)) because the diameter of microcrystalline CBN
particle is approximately 10 mm (Zhengzhou Zhongnan Jete
Superabrasives Co., Ltd.) and the corresponding area of each

2.2. Fracture behavior description based on cohesive element
theory

Gc ¼

K2c
E

ð3Þ

According to the traction–separation law, the fracture process of brittle materials includes three stages, namely, (i) linearly elastic stage, (ii) fracture initiation stage (initialization
corresponding to critical data point (d0, t0), as depicted in
Fig. 4(c)), and (iii) fracture evolution stage.
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Fig. 2

Fig. 3

Fig. 4

Schematic of grain–workpiece interaction during grinding.

Similar features of VD model and microstructural graph of PCBN grain.

Schematic of cohesive element theory applied in fracture behavior simulation.

(i) Linearly elastic stage
In the linearly elastic stage (see Fig. 4(d)), the element
behavior can be described by the elastic constitutive matrix
relating the normal stresses to the nominal strains across the
interface, i.e.,

2

3 2
tn
Enn
6 7 6
t ¼ 4 ts 5 ¼ 4 Ens
tt
Ent

Ens
Ess
Est

32 3
en
Ent
76 7
Est 54 es 5 ¼ Ee
Ett
et

ð4Þ

where t is the 3D nominal stress vector that consists of the normal component tn and the two shear tractions ts and tt; E is the
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Fig. 5

Table 1

Basic procedures of embedding cohesive elements into PCBN grain geometry model.

Material parameters of PCBN abrasive grain.

Elements in model

Young’s modulus
E (GPa)

Poisson ratio
t

Tetrahedral elements (CBN)
Cohesive element in grains
Cohesive element along grain boundaries

909

0.12

Fig. 6

Table 2

5

Tensile strength
Tmax (MPa)

Fracture energy
Gc (J/m2)

2000
1200

0.084
0.059

Schematic of FE model employed in this study.

Boundary conditions employed in this study.

Parameter

Value

MGCD agmax (lm)
Grinding speed vs (m/s)

0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0 (when vs = 40 m/s)
20, 30, 40, 60, 80 (when agmax = 0.2 lm)

3 2 dn 3
en
To
6 7 6 ds 7
7
e ¼ 4 es 5 ¼ 6
4 To 5
d
t
et
2

ð5Þ

To

where dn, ds, and dt are the corresponding separations, and To
is the original thickness of the cohesive element.
elastic constitutive matrix; e is the nominal strain vector, which
can be deﬁned as

(ii) Fracture initiation stage
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Table 3 Material properties of employed nickel-based superalloy (Inconel 718).
Property

Value

Density (kg/mm3)
Young’s modulus (GPa)
Poisson ratio
Conductivity (W/(mK))
Thermal expansion coeﬃcient
Speciﬁc heat (J/(kgK))

8.47  106
206
0.3
11.2
1.5  105
203

When the maximum nominal stress ratio is larger than the
critical value (see Eq. (6)), the damage occurs according to the
damage evolution law, and the fracture then initiates (see
Fig. 4(e)).
maxf

<tn >
;
ton

ts
tos

ton , tos ,

;

tt
tot

g¼1

ð6Þ

tot

and represent the peak stress values in the norwhere
mal, ﬁrst, and second shear directions, respectively, when the
deformation is purely normal to the interface. The Macaulay
bracket refers to the pure compressive deformation or stress
state that would not result in any damage initialization.
(iii) Fracture evolution stage
The scalar damage variable D describes the fracture evolution stage, where D varies from 0 to 1 on the basis of the loading/unloading conditions to capture the combined effects of all
possible crack propagation mechanisms. The development of
each stress component can then be expressed as
8
(


>
ð1  DÞ tn
tn  0
>
>
>
t
¼
n

>
<
t
otherwise ðno damage to compressive stiffinessÞ
n


>
>
ts ¼ ð1  DÞ ts
>
>
>

:
tt ¼ ð1  DÞ tt







2.3. Boundary conditions
For the monolayer PCBN wheels, the abrasives are usually
ﬁrmly ﬁxed on the wheel substrate by brazing half of the abrasive volume onto the wheel surface (see Fig. 6(a)), and thus the
full constraint with six degrees of freedom is applied to the
ﬁxed half volume. The translational velocity (or the load) is
imposed on the workpiece, and the abrasive–workpiece overlapping depth is set to be MGCD (this value will be properly
controlled in the single-grit grinding trials in the following part
to be comparable) to simulate the real PCBN grain–workpiece
interaction (see Fig. 6(b)). The employed boundary conditions
are presented in Table 2. The workpiece is assumed to be a
rigid body because the paper scope focuses on the PCBN fracture process and self-sharpening characteristics.
3. Experiments

ð7Þ

where tn , ts , and tt are the original stress components without
consideration of any damage evolution effect.
The material failure happens if D reaches the value of one
(corresponding to the fracture evolution point (dsep, 0)), and
then the cohesive elements would be removed, which indicates
that the cracks propagate along the bulk material (see Fig. 4
(f)).
Multitudes of triangular cohesive elements are created by
several steps through the script written in Python to simulate

Fig. 7

the intergranular and transgranular fractures of PCBN abrasives. First, the PCBN abrasive geometry is meshed by tetrahedral elements (see Fig. 5(a)). Second, similar triangle planes
parallel to the shared plane between any two adjacent tetrahedral elements with a ﬁnite thickness are formed (see Fig. 5(b)).
Third, the three nodes of the newly created triangle plane are
deﬁned as the three points of the triangular cohesive elements.
The desired cohesive elements set along grain boundaries are
used to simulate the intergranular fracture behavior, and the
inside elements are for the transgranular fracture behavior
(see Fig. 5(c)). The material properties of the cohesive elements
within the grain are set to be the same as those of microcrystalline CBN particles, and those along the grain boundaries
are the same as those of the AlN binders42 (see Table 1).

In recent years, single-grit grinding trials have been carried out
widely to study the material removal mechanism and abrasive
grain wear.43–47 In the current work, it is conducted not only to
validate the proposed FE methodology but also to investigate
the fracture behavior of the PCBN abrasive grain under different grinding conditions.
3.1. Experimental setup
Nickel-based superalloy (Inconel 718) blocks with a dimension
of 100 mm (length)  50 mm (width)  10 mm (height) are
used as the workpiece, and their material properties are pre-

Schematic of experimental setup.
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Table 4
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Schematic of MGCD and illustration of simpliﬁed grinding model relating to agmax.

Employed grinding parameters.

Parameter

Value

MGCD agmax (mm)
Depth of cut ap (mm)
Grinding speed vs (m/s)
Workpiece in-feed speed vw (mm/
min)
Grinding mode

0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0
0.02
40
27.4, 54.7, 82.1, 109.4, 136.8
Up grinding, water-based
coolant

size of #100 is ﬁxed on the holding unit by using a highfrequency inductive brazing device.
All trials are performed on the surface grinder (MT-408,
Blohm) by using the aforementioned single-grit wheel. A coolant supply with nozzle outlet pressure of 15 MPa and ﬂowrate
of 90 L/min is utilized to minimize the thermal effects on the
experimental results. An acoustic-emission-based monitoring
system (AE6000, Dittel) is employed to make the PCBN abrasive grain preset precisely to achieve accurate control of the
grain cut depths.
After each grinding pass of the single-grit grinding operations, the 2D/3D morphologies of the PCBN abrasives are
observed using a 3D microscope (KH-7700, Hirox) and a scanning electron microscope (SEM, S-3400, Hitachi).
3.2. Grinding parameter details
MGCD (refer to agmax in Fig. 8) is the key micro grinding
parameter in the single-grit trials because it directly inﬂuences
the grain–workpiece micro interactions and abrasive fracture/
wear behavior. In the set of trials in this study, MGCD values
are controlled by (i) zeroing the grain–workpiece contact plane
and (ii) adjusting the macro grinding parameters (see Table 4)
to achieve the desired agmax values according to the relationship given in Eq. (8).48
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
vw ap
agmax ¼ 2k
ð8Þ
vs ds

Fig.9

Time histories of grinding force.

sented in Table 3. Prior to grinding trials, the workpiece surfaces are polished by using the slurry with the abrasives (the
abrasive sizes are #400, #800, and #1000) until the surface
roughness Ra reaches 0.2 mm to keep grinding parameters
(e.g., depth of cut) away from being inﬂuenced by the potential
scratches on the workpiece surfaces.
The employed single-grit wheel is composed of three parts
(see Fig. 7(a)), namely, (i) dummy wheel hub, (ii) dynamic balance block, and (iii) single-grit unit. For the single-grit unit (see
Fig. 7(b)), a PCBN abrasive grain (see Fig. 7(c)) with abrasive

where k is the equivalent distance between two neighboring
active grains (here, treating k = pds due to the single-grit wheel
structure), vw is the workpiece in-feed speed, vs is the grinding
speed, ap is the depth of cut, and ds is the wheel diameter.
4. Results and discussion
4.1. Fracture process analysis of PCBN abrasive grain
The detailed grinding process in the FE simulation is illustrated to ensure an in-depth comprehension for the convenience of later analysis of the fracture behavior of PCBN
abrasive grain with various grinding parameters.
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Fig. 10

Fracture morphology evolution of PCBN abrasive grain during grinding.

4.1.1. Fracture morphology and grinding force
Fig. 9 shows the time histories of grinding force when the
PCBN abrasive grain cuts into and out of the workpiece with
an MGCD of 0.2 mm and a grinding speed of 40 m/s. Fig. 10
presents the fracture morphology evolution of the PCBN abrasive grain that corresponds to the grinding moment at Points
1–4 labeled in Fig. 9.
Fig. 9 illustrates that the normal grinding force Fn and tangential grinding force Ft ﬂuctuate seriously, which may be
attributed to the fracture behavior of PCBN abrasive grains
that generate random instantaneous grain–workpiece interactions during grinding. When the workpiece starts to contact
the grain, the grinding force rapidly increases. Once the PCBN
abrasive grain fractures, the grinding force decreases due to the

temporary non-interaction. As the grinding process continues
with the newly exposed grain interacting with the workpiece,
the grinding force increases again.
The force history (see Fig. 9) demonstrates that the grinding
process can be separated into three stages, namely, (i) elastic–
plastic (E–P) deformation of PCBN abrasive grain before fracture, (ii) grain cut-in stage, and (iii) grain cut-out stage.
In stage (i), the PCBN abrasive grain begins to interact with
the workpiece in the horizontal direction. As the workpiece
moves further toward the grain, the E–P deformation happens
at the grain bottom. At the grinding moment Point 1 (see
Fig. 9), the tangential grinding force reaches the maximum
value of 14.3 N although the grain–workpiece interference area
is relatively small. As presented in Fig. 10(a2), microcracks
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Fig. 11 Time histories of strain energy and damage dissipation
energy inside PCBN abrasive grain.

appear on the front surface of the PCBN abrasive grain bottom but none on the back surface (see Fig. 10(a3)). The normal
grinding force at this stage remains zero because no grain–
workpiece interaction occur along the vertical direction.
Once the PCBN abrasive grain reaches the maximum E–P
deformation (Point 1) in the horizontal direction, the grain
starts to fracture and cuts into the workpiece. The tangential
grinding force decreases due to the reduced interaction force
owing to the fracture behavior of the PCBN abrasive grain.
The fragmented microcrystalline accumulates in front of or
above the workpiece (see Fig. 10(b1)) as the grain cuts into
the workpiece. The interference appears along the vertical
direction, together with the increase in the normal grinding
force. When approaching Point 2, the normal grinding force
reaches its maximum of 10.8 N in the entire grinding process.
At this moment, half of the PCBN abrasive grain cuts into the
workpiece with its front surface covered with fragmented
microcrystalline CBN (see Fig. 10(b2)) and its back surface
covered with the extended cracks (see Fig. 10(b3)). Later, both
the normal grinding force and tangential grinding force
decrease with the reduced thickness of the nonfragmented
PCBN abrasive grain. When approaching Point 3, Fn and Ft
reach zero, which indicates that the PCBN abrasive grain no
longer interacts with the workpiece along the horizontal or
vertical direction. This phenomenon is conﬁrmed by Fig. 10
(c1), which shows that not only the front surface of the PCBN
abrasive grain but also the back surface are crowded with fragmented microcrystalline CBN (see Fig. 10(c2) and (c3)), and
the bottom of the grain has totally cut into the workpiece.

Fig. 12
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As the workpiece moves away from the grain, the fragmented
microcrystalline CBN concentrated in the non-interaction
region starts to spread around the workpiece (see Fig. 10
(d1)). When approaching Point 4, the PCBN abrasive grain
cuts out the workpiece completely, and the entire grinding process ends.
The fracture region of the PCBN abrasive grain stays in the
interaction part with the workpiece (according to our observation of Points 1–3). However, when the grain no longer
squeezes with the workpiece after Point 3, the new cracks still
extend (according to our observation of Point 4). This phenomenon can be explained by the fact that a mass of strain
energy accumulates inside the PCBN abrasive grain due to
the interaction with the workpiece. Although the grinding process ﬁnishes, the accumulated strain energy should be released.
Therefore, some of them transform into the surface energy and
the damage dissipation energy of newly emerging cracks.
4.1.2. Strain energy and damage dissipation energy
Fig. 11 shows the time histories of the strain energy and the
damage dissipation energy inside the PCBN grain with an
MGCD of 0.2 mm and a grinding speed of 40 m/s. The strain
energy and damage dissipation energy inside the PCBN abrasive grain maintain their value of zero before Point A, which is
attributed to the slight interaction between the grain and workpiece at the initial stage of the grinding process. At this
moment, the E–P deformation of the PCBN abrasive grain
does not occur, which is also consistent with the grinding force
value of zero presented in Fig. 9.
In the period of Points A to B, the PCBN abrasive grain
starts to squeeze with the workpiece in the horizontal direction.
The
strain
energy
increases
rapidly
to
1.0198  103 mJ, which indicates the high E–P deformation.
The damage dissipation energy inside the PCBN abrasive grain
also increases with the development of E–P deformation,
which can be conﬁrmed by the appearance of surface microcracks (see Fig. 10(a2)). The PCBN abrasive grain has not cut
into the workpiece at this moment.
As the grinding process goes on, the PCBN abrasive grain
starts to cut into the workpiece, and the squeezing action also
occurs in the vertical direction. However, the strain energy
decreases to 0.8619  103 mJ (at Point C) for a short time
due to the temporary interaction gap caused by the initial fracture behavior of PCBN abrasive grain. The new cross section
of the PCBN abrasive grain continues to interact with the
workpiece and fractures constantly until it completely cuts into
the workpiece. The strain energy reaches its maximum value of

Deﬁnition of PCBN abrasive grain fracture behavior scale.
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Fig. 13

Fracture morphologies of PCBN abrasive grain with different MGCDs.

Fig. 14 Time histories of strain energy inside PCBN abrasive
grain with different MGCDs (agmax).

Fig. 16 Maximum of strain energy, maximum of damage
dissipation energy of PCBN abrasive grain, and fracture behavior
scale c with different MGCDs.

1.6559  103 mJ at Point D. In the period of PCBN abrasive
grain cutting into the workpiece, the damage dissipation
energy increases at a high velocity, which can be observed from
the ﬁerce fracture behavior of the PCBN abrasive grain in
Fig. 10(b2)–(b3). After Point D, the strain energy decreases
due to the E–P recovery caused by the reduced interaction
between the PCBN abrasive grain and workpiece. At the same
time, a part of the strain energy accumulated in the PCBN
abrasive grain is transformed into the damage dissipation
energy. Consequently, crack propagation occurs in the upper
surface of the PCBN abrasive grain, and the damage dissipation energy continues to increase at a low velocity.
4.1.3. Definition of fracture behavior scale
Fig.15 Time histories of damage dissipation energy of PCBN
abrasive grain with different MGCDs (agmax).

As described above, the grinding force can reﬂect the fracture
evolution of the PCBN grain during grinding. The strain
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Fig. 17

Fig. 18

11

Fracture morphologies of PCBN abrasive grain with different grinding speeds.

Mises stress contours of PCBN abrasive grain with different grinding speeds.

energy and damage dissipation energy inside the PCBN grain
can indicate the E–P deformation and crack propagation
degree. However, the fracture scale of the PCBN abrasive
grain still needs to be quantitatively evaluated. A detailed
parameter c, which represents the distance between the deepest
crack tip and the bottom of the PCBN abrasive grain, is therefore deﬁned (see Fig. 12).
4.2. Effects of grinding parameters on fracture behavior of
PCBN abrasives
4.2.1. Effect of MGCD on fracture behavior of PCBN abrasives

Fig. 19 Time histories of strain energy inside PCBN abrasive
grain with different grinding speeds (vs).

The effect of MGCD (agmax) on the fracture behavior of the
PCBN abrasive grain is investigated by using a constant grinding speed of 40 m/s and different MGCD values, including 0.2,
0.4, 0.6, 0.8, and 1.0 mm. Fig. 13 shows the fracture morphologies and crack propagation of the PCBN abrasive grain. The
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Fig. 20 Time histories of damage dissipation energy of PCBN
abrasive grain with different grinding speeds (vs).

X. HUANG et al.
The maximum values of strain energy and damage dissipation energy in the entire grinding simulation and the fracture
behavior scales (c1, c2, c3, c4, and c5) obtained after the grinding simulation are plotted in Fig. 16 for a detailed comparison
and deep comprehension of PCBN abrasive grains with the
same grinding speed but different MGCDs. The strain energy
and damage dissipation energy increase with increasing
MGCD values. The increment in the maximum strain energy
value is 0.1029  103 mJ when the MGCD increases from
0.2 mm to 0.4 mm, and the increment is 0.3327  103 mJ from
0.4 mm to 0.6 mm, which is nearly three times that in the range
of 0.2 mm to 0.4 mm. Similarly, the increment in the maximum
damage dissipation energy value remains smaller than that in
other ranges. The fracture scale only adds 0.2 mm when the
MGCD increases from 0.2 mm to 0.4 mm, which is extremely
small compared with that in other ranges (e.g., 3.3 mm when
the MGCD increases from 0.4 mm to 0.6 mm). This result could
lead to the conclusion that the ideal MGCD values range from
0.2 mm to 0.4 mm during the grinding simulation to minimize
the micro fracture behavior and enhance the self-sharpening
characteristics of PCBN abrasive grains.
4.2.2. Effect of grinding speed on fracture behavior of PCBN
abrasives

Fig. 21 Maximum of strain energy, maximum of damage
dissipation energy of PCBN grain, and fracture behavior scale c
with different grinding speeds.

contact area of the PCBN grain with workpiece gradually
increases with increasing MGCD values, which causes the
increase of fracture behavior scale (see c1, c2, c3, c4, and c5
labeled in Fig. 13).
Fig. 14 shows the time histories of the strain energy inside
the PCBN abrasive grains with different values of MGCD.
The value of strain energy also increases as the MGCD
increases, which indicates that the E–P deformation and fracture behavior of the PCBN abrasive grain intensify at the same
grinding moment. When the MGCD value increases from
0.4 mm to 0.6 mm, the increasing range of the strain energy values is the largest in comparison with its value when increasing
from 0.2 mm to 0.4 mm or from 0.6 mm to 0.8 mm.
Fig. 15 shows the time histories of the damage dissipation
energy of PCBN abrasive grains with different MGCDs. As
introduced in Subsection 4.1.3, the damage dissipation energy
value of PCBN abrasive grain reﬂects its fracture behavior
scale. The slope of damage dissipation energy curve increases
with the enlargement of MGCDs, which indicates that the
damage dissipation energy growth rate and crack propagation
rate of the PCBN abrasive grain enlarge continuously.

Five different values of grinding speeds (20, 30, 40, 60, and
80 m/s) are also selected in the grinding simulation when the
MGCD remains 0.2 mm. As the grinding speed increases, the
PCBN abrasive grain fracture regions narrow (see c1, c2, c3,
c4, and c5 labeled in Fig. 17), and the stress concentration
region shrinks with increasing grinding speeds (see Fig. 18).
When the grinding speed varies from 20 m/s to 40 m/s, the
apparent stress concentration distributes from the bottom to
the ﬁxed part (corresponding to the brazed region of the
PCBN abrasive grain), and the relating maximum stress values
of the PCBN abrasive grain are 19470, 14570, and 13030 MPa.
However, once the grinding speed is more than 60 m/s, the
stress concentration region only appears at the bottom of the
PCBN abrasive grain (far from the brazed region), which
shows good concurrence with the fracture region presented
in Fig. 17(e).
Fig. 19 shows the time histories of the strain energy inside the
PCBN abrasive grains under different grinding speeds, and
Fig. 20 shows the time histories of damage dissipation energy
of the PCBN abrasive grains with different grinding speeds. Subsection 4.1 explains that the major fracture behavior of the
PCBN grain in the grinding simulation concentrates on stage
(ii) when the PCBN abrasive grain cuts into the workpiece.
Therefore, Figs. 19 and 20 capture the ﬁrst 0.8 ms of the entire
grinding process. These ﬁgures illustrate that the strain energy
and damage dissipation energy decrease with increasing grinding
speeds. When the grinding speed varies from 20 m/s to 60 m/s,
the strain energy and damage dissipation energy decrease considerably, which means that the E–P deformation of PCBN
abrasive grains and the fracture behavior decrease signiﬁcantly.
Fig. 21 shows the maximum values of the strain energy and
damage dissipation energy of PCBN grains and the fracture
behavior scale c under the condition that the MGCD values
are set to 0.2 mm but with different grinding speeds. According
to Fig. 21, the maximum values of the strain energy are
7.2726  103, 3.8581  103, 1.6704  103, 0.9450  103,
and 0.4590  103 mJ when the grinding speed varies from
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Fig. 22
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Micrographs of PCBN abrasive grain (P1 and P2) surface morphologies after different passes.
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Fig. 23

Micrographs of PCBN abrasive grain (P3 and P4) surface morphologies after different passes.

20 m/s to 80 m/s, and the maximum values of damage dissipation energy are 1.4199  103, 1.2625  103, 1.0135  103,
0.8246  103, and 0.6199  103 mJ. When the grinding
speed increases from 20 m/s to 30 m/s, the maximum value
of strain energy decreases by 3.4145  103 mJ, whereas the
maximum value of strain energy decreases only by
0.7254  103 mJ when increasing from 40 m/s to 60 m/s. A
similar phenomenon also happens to the maximum value of
damage dissipation energy, which indicates that the fracture
behavior of the PCBN abrasive grain remains small when
the grinding speed is over 60 m/s. The fracture behavior scales
of the PCBN abrasive grains with the grinding speed varying
from 20 m/s to 80 m/s are 37.6, 37.4, 31.7, 18.5, and 17.2 mm.

Thus, the fracture behavior scale of the PCBN abrasive grain
remains small when the grinding speed is more than 60 m/s.
In conclusion, according to the analyzed data, the PCBN abrasives are prone to participating in the grinding process with
high grinding speed.
4.3. Grinding parameter optimization and experimental
verification
From Section 4.2, the optimum MGCD should range from
0.2 mm to 0.4 mm and the grinding speed should be more than
60 m/s to reduce the fracture behavior scale of the PCBN
abrasive grain during the grinding simulation. To validate
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this ﬁnding, two groups of grinding parameters, which are
out of the optimum range, are selected to perform the grinding experiments. Fig. 22 shows the surface wear morphologies
of the PCBN abrasive grain P1 after different passes when
the grinding speed is set as 20 m/s and the MGCD is
0.4 mm and the PCBN grain P2 with a grinding speed of
60 m/s and an MGCD of 0.6 mm. From Fig. 22(a), the macro
fracture behavior (see Fig. 22(a4)) occurs on the root of the
PCBN abrasive grain only after the ﬁrst pass. The PCBN
abrasive grain P1 consequently fails to participate in the following passes. From the macroscopic view, the wear mode of
the PCBN grain P2 is mainly abrasion wear (see Fig. 22(b2)–
(b3)), and the worn ﬂat expands in the ﬁrst two passes. From
the micro view level (see Fig. 22(c2)), the worn ﬂat occurs on
the rear face of the PCBN abrasive grain P2 that is
unsmooth. Numerous new outcropped micro-CBN particles
distribute on the worn ﬂat, which means that the wear feature
of the PCBN abrasive grain P2 is micro fracture at this
moment. However, after passes 3 and 4, macro fracture
occurs in the lower left corner of the PCBN abrasive grain
(see Fig. 22(b5)). In conclusion, macro fracture behavior happens easily on the PCBN abrasive grains if the grinding
parameter is out of the optimum range.
The PCBN abrasive grains P3 and P4, which have diameters and surface morphologies similar to those of the PCBN
grains P1 and P2, are selected to perform the contrast experiments. Unlike the grinding parameters of P1 and P2, those of
P3 and P4 are in the optimum range obtained on the basis of
the grinding simulation results. The PCBN grain P3 takes four
passes with an MGCD of 0.2 mm and a grinding speed of 80 m/
s, and P4 takes the same four passes with an MGCD of 0.4 mm
and a grinding speed of 60 m/s. Fig. 23 shows the surface morphologies of the PCBN abrasive grains P3 and P4 after different passes. The local micro fracture behavior occurs at the top
right corner of P3, together with the superior posterior of P4
after the third pass (see Fig. 23(a4), (b4)). No macro fracture
behavior occurs for P3 or P4 in the entire grinding process
after the four passes.
5. Conclusion
(1) Based on the cohesive element theory and Voronoi diagram, a ﬁnite element model of PCBN grain was established to simulate the fracture behavior in grinding.
Furthermore, the FE model was testiﬁed reliably
through the grinding experiments with single abrasive
grain.
(2) The optimum range of the MGCD is 0.2–0.4 mm,
within which the fracture behavior scale of PCBN
abrasives can be minimised to enhance the promising
self-sharpening ability of PCBN superabrasives. Deeper cuts might easily result in severe macro fracture
behavior, which may lead to the failure of PCBN
grains.
(3) The lowest critical grinding speed relating to PCBN
abrasive fracture can be 60 m/s when the MGCD is kept
as 0.2 mm. Lower speeds might easily lead to unexpected
abrasive breakage, whereas higher speeds seem to be
positive for an improved self-sharpening effect.
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